CURRICULUM

The school follows NCERT curriculum as prescribed by the CBSE. The curriculum emphasize on scholastic and co-scholastics area of child’s development.

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION:

English

PRIMARY SECTION :- (I TO V)
Subjects Offered at Primary Level-

- English
- Hindi
- Mathematics
- Environmental Studies
- Computer Science
- G.K.

MIDDLE SECTION :- (VI TO VIII)
Subjects Offered at Middle Level-

- English
- Hindi
- Mathematics
- Science
- Social Science
- Sanskrit
- Computer Science
- G.K.

SECONDARY SECTION :- (IX TO X)
Subjects Offered at Secondary Level-

- English
- Hindi
- Mathematics
- Science
- Social Science
- Computer
SENIOR SECONDARY SECTION :- (XITO XII)
Subjects Offered at Senior Secondary Level-

- English
- Mathematics
- Physics
- Chemistry
- Biology

SCHOLASTICS AREA

- Prescribed subjects-study

CO-SCHOLASTICS AREA

- Art Education
- Physical and Health Education
- Work Experience

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES :

- Art
- Music
- Dance
- Games and Sports
- Yoga

SESSION OF THE SCHOOL

The new academic session of the school commences from 1st week of May every year. The School breaks for vacation during Durga Puja and New Year/Christmas.
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